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Multiscale simulations of electron and ion dynamics in self-irradiated silicon
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The interaction of energetic ions with the electronic and ionic system of target materials is an interesting
but challenging multiscale problem, and understanding of the early stages after impact of heavy, initially
charged ions is particularly poor. At the same time, energy deposition during these early stages determines later
formation of damage cascades. We address the multiscale character by combining real-time time-dependent
density functional theory for electron dynamics with molecular dynamics simulations of damage cascades.
Our first-principles simulations prove that core electrons affect electronic stopping and have an unexpected
influence on the charge state of the projectile. We show that this effect is absent for light projectiles, but
dominates the stopping physics for heavy projectiles. By parametrizing an inelastic energy loss friction term
in the molecular dynamics simulations using our first-principles results, we also show a qualitative influence of
electronic stopping physics on radiation-damage cascades.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interesting fundamental science and practical applications
associated with the interaction of particle radiation with mate-
rials have attracted the attention of researchers for more than
100 years [1]. More recently, projectile ions with high kinetic
energies have been of special interest, since for these the dom-
inating energy-loss physics changes from inelastic electron-
ion interaction (i.e., electronic stopping) to elastic ion-ion
scattering (i.e., nuclear stopping) as the projectile decelerates
to a full stop in the target [2–4]. This transition affects the
formation of point defects and displacement damage struc-
tures within the target material, with broad implications for
the properties of the irradiated materials. In particular, defects
created by fast incident projectiles modify a material’s elec-
trical and mechanical properties and, thus, operational per-
formance [5,6]. This has profound consequences for practical
applications with the highest societal importance such as nu-
clear energy and safety [7,8], medical physics therapy [9,10],
space-based microelectronics [11], and fundamental-research
laboratories [12–15]. Understanding the many underlying
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exciting fundamental questions creates an immense need for
predictive modeling.

At the same time, understanding the effects of energetic
ions on materials from a theoretical or computational de-
scription is a challenging multiscale problem (see Fig. 1).
Generally, the energy transfer from projectile ions into targets
is described by the stopping power S, a compound quantity
that is defined as the energy loss dE of the projectile per
penetration depth dx,

S(E ) = dE (x)/dx, (1)

and has units of force [18,19]. Due to the aforementioned mul-
tiscale character—attributed to the involvement of electronic
and ionic systems of the target—projectile-target interactions
and, thus, S depend on the target material, the projectile
kinetic energy, as well as charge state and impact angle of the
projectile. Modeling the extent of defects and damage in the
target requires understanding these details of the energy de-
position processes and their complicated dependencies. This
has triggered a strong interest in the computational materials
science community to accurately predict S and also param-
eters such as penetration depth of incident particles, type of
defects formed, and size of the defect structures created during
radiation damage events.
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FIG. 1. Multiscale nature of projectile-target interactions. Typi-
cal length (∼1–100 nm) and time scales (�100 ps) associated with
irradiation processes [3,16,17], responsible for an inherent multiscale
nature in coupling stopping power and damage production. This
renders an accurate and quantitative description of the combined
phenomena a challenge. Here we combine real-time time-dependent
density functional theory (RT-TDDFT) and the two-temperature
model (TTM) in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.

Typically, existing models simplify the problem by decou-
pling different time scales via the projectile velocity: Upon
impact of energetic (swift) ions with velocities greater than
the Bohr velocity vB = e2/h̄, nonadiabatic interactions excite
the electronic system of the target (see left panel of Fig. 1),
accompanied by intriguing femto- to picosecond equilibra-
tion and relaxation dynamics. During this initial stage, the
predominant energy-loss mechanism of the projectile is elec-
tronic stopping (Se), whereas nuclear stopping can largely be
neglected. Common analytic models for Se include Lindhard-
Winther theory [20], which describes the electronic excita-
tions via linear plasmonic response. In this model electronic
stopping depends quadratically on the effective charge Zeff of
the projectile with velocity v, and increases with the electron
density n of the target material,

−dE

dx
= 4π

m

(
Zeff e2

v

)2

nL(v, n). (2)

L(v, n) is the stopping number, describing the linear plas-
monic response of the uniform electron gas, which can be
calculated as a double integral in energy and momentum
of the energy-loss function using, e.g., the random-phase
approximation [18,21]. Alternatively, electronic stopping can
be calculated using scattering theory formulation. Early ver-
sions, such as the Bethe formulation [22], treat the scat-
tering events (semi)classically. Along with the development
of quantum mechanics, many-body effects like electronic
screening were included; one example is the Lindhard-Scharff
theory [23]. At low velocities, a first-order approximation
of this theory shows that Se is linearly proportional to the
incident particle velocity, similar to Lindhard-Winther theory
for low velocities. The approximate validity of this model in
the low-velocity regime originally motivated using a linear
friction term in the two-temperature model [17], to incor-
porate electronic stopping into molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations. However, we note that analytical versions of
both approaches [20,22,23] require the effective charge of the
projectile and the number of electrons involved in the elec-
tronic excitation as external parameters [18]. In going beyond
analytical models, an important milestone was enabled by
density functional theory (DFT), and takes into account the
self-consistent screened potential for describing stopping of
slow ions in a homogeneous [24,25] and inhomogeneous [26]
electron gas. Later work illustrated the importance of dy-
namic many-body exchange-correlation effects for accurate
predictions of electronic stopping of slow ions even in the
zero-velocity limit [27,28].

As the swift ion loses energy and slows down in the
target material to v � vB, collisions with nuclei become the
dominant energy-loss mechanism, leading to the formation
of displacement cascade structures. The corresponding ion
dynamics in this low-energy nuclear stopping regime can be
modeled on an atomistic level using classical or ab initio
(Born-Oppenheimer) MD simulations. Alternatively, Monte
Carlo techniques and the binary collision approximation can
be used, as implemented in the open-source package “Stop-
ping and Range of Ions in Matter” (SRIM) [4,29]. However,
including electronic stopping effects in these simulations,
to incorporate the multiscale character, is a challenge. As
discussed above, this can be accomplished to zeroth order
using a linear friction term, fitted to electronic stopping re-
sults predicted by more accurate methods such as Lindhard-
Winther theory [20]. Alternatively, Bethe-Bloch theory (with
additional corrections to account for projectile charge state
and relativistic effects and fitted to experiment) has proven
very successful to account for electronic stopping [4,30], e.g.,
in SRIM.

Unfortunately, such an approach does not achieve a full
multiscale description of the interaction of swift ions with
target materials, and, thus, effectively hampers detailed and
precise understanding: In particular, one of the disadvantages
of the Bethe-Bloch or Lindhard-Winther approaches is the
assumption of an amorphous target material, which entirely
neglects any impact of the crystalline structure and local
electron density, e.g., of channeling vs off-channeling projec-
tile trajectories, on electronic stopping. In order to achieve
the necessary accuracy of MD simulations to precisely de-
scribe radiation damage, e.g., for ion strikes in crystalline
samples [31,32], it is essential to incorporate a structural or
directional dependence.

In principle, this issue naturally lends itself to first-
principles calculations that explicitly consider electron-
electron and electron-ion interactions, and crystal structure.
To this end, real-time time-dependent density functional the-
ory (RT-TDDFT) has recently been used successfully to pre-
dict electronic stopping power for a diverse range of target
materials and incident projectiles, as summarized in Ref. [18]
and references therein. However, the majority of RT-TDDFT
stopping power studies focused only on light incident pro-
jectile ions, such as protons or alpha particles and, unfortu-
nately, only few studies consider heavy ions (Z > 2). The few
available studies report much more intricate stopping physics
for heavy ions: Lim et al. [33] studied a Si projectile with
kinetic energies between 1 eV and 100 keV penetrating bulk
Si along a 〈001〉 channel. They showed delicate band structure
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effects in the low kinetic energy regime. Ojanperä et al. [34]
showed that projectile core electrons are critical for accurate
predictions of electronic stopping for heavy ions penetrating
graphene. Ullah et al. [35] showed that for self-irradiated
Ni, core electrons of the projectile are more important for
electronic stopping than those of target atoms and they proved
the importance of core electrons of target atoms especially in
the high kinetic energy regime. However, even these studies
of heavy projectiles are limited to channeling trajectories and
restricted to weakly charged projectile ions. In particular, they
do not attempt to explain charge equilibration of projectiles, or
the connection of empty projectile core states and electronic
stopping, both of which are expected to become important for
strongly charged heavy projectiles.

In addition, as discussed above, to achieve accurate multi-
scale simulations of radiation damage (see Fig. 1), it is nec-
essary to propagate fundamental understanding of electronic
stopping experienced by energetic projectiles beyond elec-
tronic length and time scales [36,37]. This has been demon-
strated to be an essential component for accurate ion dynam-
ics [38,39] and radiation-damage cascade simulations using
molecular dynamics (MD). While the influence of electronic
stopping is typically ignored entirely, in some cases it was in-
corporated through various supplements to the MD equations
of motion, and, most commonly, through an inelastic energy
loss (IEL) friction term [40–44]. Recently, Sand et al. [45]
combined electronic stopping results from RT-TDDFT with
IEL-based MD to predict the tungsten ion range in tungsten
targets and reported good agreement with experiment. An
extension of this IEL approach, called the two-temperature
model (TTM), considers not only electronic stopping effects
via a frictional drag force but also electron-phonon coupling
and electronic heat transfer to account for “cold electrons”
moving through thermally spiked regions and becoming ex-
cited. This electron-phonon coupling is described through the
use of a stochastic force term to allow energy transfer between
the atomic lattice and electronic subsystems [17,46–48].

In this work we use a multiscale modeling approach to
investigate the role of electronic stopping for radiation dam-
age in bulk silicon. This material is of great technological
interest and is widely studied, making it a well-suited test
bed for this work. We use RT-TDDFT simulations to account
for crystal structure (channeling vs off-channeling), core elec-
trons, and charge state of proton and silicon (light vs heavy)
projectiles when predicting electronic stopping power. We
show that electronic stopping depends on the initial projectile
charge for channeling projectiles. By comparing the limiting
cases of initially neutral Si+0 and initially highly charged
Si+12 projectiles our simulations prove that core electrons of
the target atoms play a crucial role for charge equilibration
of initially highly charged ions. We subsequently integrate
these RT-TDDFT results for electronic stopping into MD
simulations of single-ion strike radiation-damage via the IEL
and TTM approaches. For both models the influence of the
proportionality constant between incident projectile velocity
and electronic stopping power, γe, needs to be understood.
To this end, we compare data from the integrated multiscale
approach with electronic stopping from RT-TDDFT against
MD results without electronic stopping effects and MD results
with electronic stopping fitted to SRIM predictions. Using

these results we illustrate the importance of correctly cap-
turing electronic stopping effects within MD and elucidate
the strong influence on the resulting damage structure. Our
findings provide high-accuracy first-principles insight into
radiation damage over multiple length and time scales and we
envision an integration of simulation techniques as presented
here to be instrumental for achieving the full potential of
radiation-material interactions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

To study multiscale processes occurring during cascade
evolution in bulk silicon, we carried out calculations com-
bining RT-TDDFT and classical MD. The RT-TDDFT calcu-
lations have a dual purpose: On the one hand, they provide
necessary calibration of the proportionality constant γe used in
the MD simulations. On the other hand, RT-TDDFT simula-
tions provide physical insight into the role of atomic structure,
charge state, and core electrons on electronic stopping power.
The MD simulations of single ion-strike radiation damage
incorporate electronic stopping power via the inelastic energy
loss (IEL) approach using a quadratic formulation of the
stopping power, which provides a better representation of the
electronic stopping force as compared to the linear description
of Ref. [23].

A. Electronic ground state

First, we use the open-source Qb@ll code [49,50] to per-
form ground-state density functional theory (DFT) [51,52]
calculations for bulk silicon in the diamond structure (space
group: Fd 3̄m). We use the local-density approximation
(LDA) [53] to describe exchange and correlation and the
electron-ion interaction is described by Hamann-type norm-
conserving pseudopotentials [54]. To explicitly study the in-
fluence of semicore states, we compare a pseudopotential with
four valence electrons (Si 3s, Si 3p), generated using the mod-
ification by Vanderbilt [55], to one with 12 valence electrons
(Si 3s, Si 3p, Si 2s, and Si 2p), using the modification by
Rappe et al. [56]. We note that for computational reasons we
restrict all simulations for channeling proton projectiles to the
pseudopotential with four valence electrons, but use the one
with 12 valence electrons for off-channeling projectiles. This
is motivated by earlier work [21], which showed that semicore
electrons do not contribute to electronic stopping for light,
channeling projectiles. Kohn-Sham states are expanded into a
plane-wave basis with cutoff energies of 1360 eV and 2450 eV
for four and 12 valence electrons, respectively. These numer-
ical parameters allow us to compute total energies converged
to within 5 meV/atom. The Brillouin zone of the 216-atom
supercell studied here is sampled using only the � point.
Furthermore, we obtain relaxed atomic coordinates from fits
to the Murnaghan equation of state [57] and minimization
of Hellman-Feynman forces to below 5 meV/Å. We find a
lattice constant of 5.37 Å, which slightly underestimates the
experimental value of 5.43 Å [58].

B. Real-time dynamics and electronic stopping

We use real-time time-dependent DFT (RT-TDDFT)
and the Ehrenfest molecular dynamics approach to
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describe electron-ion dynamics [59–61] within the Qb@ll
code [49,50]. In our electron dynamics simulations, we
use adiabatic LDA to describe exchange and correlation.
Although LDA has a well-known problem of underestimating
the electronic band gap, it has been shown that electronic band
gaps have little effect on electronic stopping for large enough
projectile kinetic energies, e.g., KE > 3 keV for Si projectiles
in Ref. [33], which is also the regime studied in the present
paper. Ground-state Kohn-Sham wave functions from DFT
serve as the initial condition for the real-time propagation of
electronic states. Upon ion irradiation the time dependence in
the Hamiltonian is driven by fast proton and silicon projectiles
moving through bulk silicon. Time-dependent Kohn-Sham
equations are propagated in real time using a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta integrator [62]. Integration time steps were
chosen such that the influence on electronic stopping is less
than 0.1% when the time step is reduced by a factor of 2.
This leads to a time step of 14.5 × 10−3 atomic units (a.u.),
corresponding to 0.35 as, in most of the presented cases;
only for silicon projectiles with kinetic energies larger than
6.27 MeV a smaller time step of 7.25 × 10−3 a.u. (i.e., 0.175
as) is used. Nonadiabatic electron-ion coupling is taken into
account via Hellman-Feynman forces, computed from the
time-dependent electron density [59,60]. In our simulations
we describe an initially neutral Si projectile by including the
projectile Si atom in the initial DFT ground-state calculation.
The ionized projectile is simulated using a DFT ground state
of ideal bulk silicon to which we add the projectile ion and
immediately start real-time propagation without any further
electronic optimization [21].

We compute instantaneous electronic stopping S(x) using
Eq. (1) and the energy increase of the electronic system as
the projectile penetrates the material. We use Ehrenfest MD
to study projectiles traversing channeling directions in bulk
silicon. Along the 〈001〉 direction, the 216-atom supercell
used in this work has three lattice periods. The lengths of
the lattice periods along the 〈011〉 and 〈111〉 directions are
increased by factors of

√
2 and

√
3, respectively. For protons

moving through 〈001〉, 〈011〉, and 〈111〉 channels, we average
the instantaneous stopping S(x), computed using Ehrenfest
molecular dynamics, by integrating over two lattice periods.
This is to reduce onset effects by discarding the first half-
lattice period of the simulation (see the Supplemental Mate-
rial [63] for a detailed discussion). Additionally, by discarding
the last half-lattice period of the simulation, we remove effects
of excited electrons that reenter the simulation cell due to
periodic boundary conditions [18,21]. For Si projectiles, the
average stopping is instead calculated using the slope of
a linear regression fit to the energy gain vs displacement
curve for the same two lattice periods. Compared to the
approach above, this reduces the fitting error when the oscil-
lation magnitude is large. Alternatively, Quashie et al. [64]
showed that using an oscillatory fit, y = a + bx + A cos(kx +
φ), further reduces the fitting error for projectiles with low
velocity.

Off-channeling conditions are studied using RT-TDDFT
simulations for a projectile on a random trajectory through the
silicon crystal, as described in Ref. [21]. We use a pseudoran-
dom number generator to generate a random direction, along
which the projectile moves through the lattice. We verified

that the trajectory is dissimilar from any lattice channel and
that the simulations are long enough to obtain converged
results. All atoms of the target material are fixed on their
equilibrium lattice sites to avoid numerical issues caused by
very short separations between the projectile and target atoms
(see details in Ref. [21]). Average electronic stopping in this
case is calculated using the slope of a linear regression fit to
the energy gain vs displacement curve [21]. Additionally, due
to the projectile charge dynamics observed for Si ions in this
work, we remove the data before the projectile charge reaches
equilibrium, to ensure that the calculated electronic stopping
is indeed for the equilibrium charge state. Specifically, the
data before projectile trajectory length of 34 and 5.3 Å was
removed from the fitting for initially ionized and neutral Si
projectiles, respectively. Initially, this result is sensitive to the
trajectory length; however, we were able to find convergence
for trajectories of approximately 400 and 200 Å for proton and
Si projectiles, respectively. Computational cost prevents sim-
ulation of such long trajectories for the Si projectile with low
kinetic energy (�2.79 MeV), resulting in an overestimation of
electronic stopping by about 5%–15% (see the Supplemental
Material [63] for details).

C. Projectile charge state

We use the density-derived electrostatic and chemical
(DDEC6) method [65], a modern charge-decomposition
scheme, to compute the charge associated with the projectile
as it travels through the target. By taking atomic orbitals into
account when assigning electron density to all atoms, given
a total charge density, the DDEC6 approach goes beyond
a mere spatial decomposition, as done in Bader or Voronoi
analysis. While DDEC6 was derived for electronic ground-
state densities [65], we expect a small error when applying it
in this work, since only a small fraction of the total number of
electrons is in excited states.

D. MD simulation of displacement damage

Following the simulation methodology of Ref. [44], we
utilize the open-source Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Mas-
sively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) atomistic code [66] to
perform simulations of single isolated primary knock-on atom
(PKA) displacement cascades with a recoil energy of 20 keV
and a recoil trajectory toward the center of a bulk crystalline
Si sample. The kinetic energy of 20 keV used here corre-
sponds to the experimentally relevant regime when 46 keV
Au projectiles impact Si target materials and, at the same
time, provides a reasonable MD domain size, allowing us to
perform the many simulations for this work. The displacement
cascade development in these simulations is accommodated
by using a cubic simulation domain, containing 6 229 504
atoms, that is 50 nm × 50 nm × 50 nm with periodic bound-
ary conditions in each direction. We use the 3-body Ter-
soff interatomic potential to describe all interatomic interac-
tions [67]. In addition, nuclear stopping is taken into account
via the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) universal screening
function to correct the Tersoff interatomic description at very
short interatomic separations, which are readily created during
collision cascades [29]. We perform the cascade simulations
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at a temperature of 300 K. As such, prior to PKA initiation,
the crystalline Si structure is equilibrated to 300 K for 3.3
ps using a constant-temperature, constant-pressure ensemble
(NPT). The displacement cascade is initiated by randomly
choosing a PKA between 11 Å and 55 Å from the domain
boundary and assigning a velocity corresponding to a kinetic
energy of 20 keV and a random direction into the bulk Si
structure (see Fig. 7).

In our simulations, the displacement cascade formation
and evolution are performed at 300 K using a microcanonical
ensemble (NVE) with an adaptive time step (10−7 ps � �t �
10−3 ps) for 85 000 time steps, allowing for a maximum
85 ps cascade simulation. Note that the observed simula-
tion times for the majority of MD simulations presented
are approximately 10–15 ps less than this maximum due to
the need for smaller time steps in the very early stages of
cascade formation. We apply a 300 K Langevin thermostat
(i.e., stochastically damped equations of motion) within 11
Å of all boundaries of the simulation domain to allow for
any excess kinetic energy associated with the shock wave
introduced by the recoiling PKA to be dissipated, thus mim-
icking dissipation that would occur within an infinite medium.
The displacement cascade simulation is then followed by an
annealing period at 300 K for 15 ps by switching to an NPT
thermostat to allow for the defects to recover and form a
thermodynamically stable defect structure. We identify and
count the point defects (i.e., vacancies and interstitials) gen-
erated during cascade formation by using a Wigner-Seitz cell
analysis of the atomic positions in the damaged Si structure
with respect to the undamaged Si structure [68]. With this
method, a lattice site with an empty Wigner-Seitz cell is
marked as a vacancy while a Wigner-Seitz cell with two or
more atoms is marked as an interstitial.

We performed and compared three different types of dis-
placement cascade simulations: (i) neglecting electronic stop-
ping power entirely, (ii) approximating electronic stopping
power via a frictional drag force as a function of atomic
velocity that only describes inelastic energy loss (IEL), and
(iii) approximating electronic stopping via the same frictional
drag force as (ii), but using the two-temperature model frame-
work that allows for electron-ion interactions and energy
transfer between the atomic and excited electronic subsys-
tems [46–48]. In order to obtain statistically meaningful re-
sults, 10 simulations are performed for each case of electronic
stopping method and stopping power fitting data (i.e., SRIM
and RT-TDDFT).

In the case of the IEL method, when incorporating elec-
tronic stopping effects using a friction term to only describe
energy loss, the governing equations of motion are given
as [46]

mi
∂vi

∂t
= Fi(t ) − γevi, (3)

where mi and vi are the mass and velocity of atom i, Fi(t ) is
the force acting on atom i at time t due to its interactions with
atoms in its local environment, and γe is the friction coefficient
due to electronic stopping above a cutoff velocity, vcut. In the
TTM method [47,48], to account for electron-ion interactions
and the transfer of energy lost to the electronic subsystem back
into the atomic lattice subsystem, the governing equations of

motions are given as

mi
∂vi

∂t
= Fi(t ) − γivi + F̃(t ), (4)

where γi is now a frictional force describing both the elec-
tronic stopping effects, γe, as before and electron-ion interac-
tions, γp. In general, γi = γp + γe for vi > vcut and γi = γp

for vi � vcut. F̃(t ) is a stochastic force term with a random
direction and magnitude that is a function of the electron-
ion friction force coefficient, γp, and the electronic subsys-
tem temperature, Te. This term allows for energy lost due
to electronic stopping to be transferred back to the atomic
lattice subsystem. The electronic subsystem temperature, Te,
is described by a heat diffusion equation requiring an elec-
tron density, ρe, an electronic specific heat, Ce, and thermal
conductivity, κe. Furthermore, this diffusion equation contains
a sink term representing the energy exchange between the
electronic subsystem and the atomic lattice subsystem, and a
source term representing the energy gained by the electronic
subsystem (i.e., energy lost by the atomic subsystem) due to
electronic stopping.

A common practice uses the cohesive energy as the choice
of cutoff in the electronic stopping power for MD simulations.
In this spirit, to prevent artificially quenching atoms in thermal
equilibrium within the IEL electronic stopping description,
we have truncated the electronic stopping effects between
velocities corresponding to one and two times the cohesive
energy of Si, where Ecoh = 4.63 eV (or equivalently, vcoh =
56.402 Å/ps). Based on previous RT-TDDFT calculations (cf.
Fig. 1 of Lim et al. [33]) as well as our own data in Fig. 3, this
is a reasonable truncation regime because it takes into account
both the relative magnitude of the stopping power with respect
to the cohesive energy and the rate of change of the electronic
stopping power as a function of the kinetic energy. As such,
for velocities lower than the cohesive energy, no stopping
force is implemented and for velocities higher than twice
the cohesive energy, Eq. (3) is used. In between these two
velocities, the truncation is performed utilizing a quadratic
polynomial given as (v2

i − 2v2
coh)/(v2

coh − 2v2
coh). In contrast,

in the case of the TTM method, only a single cutoff velocity is
needed to transition between purely electron-phonon and elec-
tronic stopping regimes. From the RT-TDDFT calculations
in Ref. [33], a reasonable value for this singular transition
is found to be 6.945 eV (or vcut = 69.078 Å/ps), which
corresponds to 1.5 times Ecoh. We treated the electron-phonon
and electronic stopping regimes as two limiting cases of the
single energy transfer process. To this end, we utilize the
condition that γi = γp for vi � vcut and γi = γe for vi > vcut.
Finally, the remaining TTM electronic stopping parameters
are taken from Ref. [69] and summarized in Table S2 of the
Supplemental Material [63].

III. RESULTS

A. Light projectiles: Stopping of protons in silicon

We first establish a theoretical understanding of the fem-
tosecond electron-ion dynamics during the early stages im-
mediately after projectile impact for stopping of light proton
projectiles in Si. In Fig. 2 we illustrate results from RT-
TDDFT simulations of this process for three different lat-
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FIG. 2. Electronic stopping of proton projectiles. Red circles,
blue squares, and gold triangles indicate our RT-TDDFT results
for 〈001〉, 〈011〉, and 〈111〉 channels, respectively, and violet dia-
monds indicate off-channeling. Gray dots are experimental values
for off-channeling [70] and black solid line results from SRIM [4].
Cyan dashed and maroon dotted lines are RT-TDDFT results from
Ref. [71] for 〈001〉 channeling, without and with core-electron
corrections (CC), respectively.

tice channels, as well as one off-channeling trajectory. Our
results for low-energy (� 0.1 MeV) protons traveling along
the 〈001〉 and 〈111〉 channels agree particularly well with ex-
periment [70] and with predictions from SRIM. Comparison
with the theoretical data of Ref. [71], before correcting for
core electrons, also shows excellent agreement for 〈001〉 chan-
neling. While agreement for projectile kinetic energies near
or lower than the electronic-stopping maximum is excellent,
Fig. 2 also illustrates that RT-TDDFT results for electronic
stopping deviate from experiment for all channeling trajecto-
ries when the projectile kinetic energies exceeds ≈0.1 MeV.
Since most experiments and SRIM simulations are performed
for amorphous materials or use off-channeling trajectories
through crystalline targets, this deviation is attributed to off-
channeling effects.

Correspondingly, Fig. 2 shows that off-channeling pro-
jectiles experience the highest electronic stopping for each
velocity. Agreement between our data and SRIM is within
the scatter of experimental data points up to high kinetic
energies. We also note that including core corrections, to fully
account for Si 1s electrons (see data of Ref. [71] in Fig. 2),
only slightly improves agreement with experiment; 2s and
2p electrons, however, are crucial. For the 〈011〉 channel,
experimental results of Refs. [72,73] (not shown in Fig. 2)
are reported to be about 10%–15% lower in stopping than
for off-channeling [73], while our data show approximately
35% lower stopping, e.g., near 20 keV. To explain this, we
note that our RT-TDDFT data constitute a lower bound for
channeling electronic stopping, since in our simulations the
projectile travels exactly at the center of the channel, where
the charge density is the lowest. This effect is more significant
for the 〈011〉 channel, because the average charge density
is much lower near the center of the channel and increases
more quickly further away from it, compared to the other two
channels (see Fig. S1B of the Supplemental Material [63] for
explicit data). Finally, while the majority of measured stop-
ping values agree well with our RT-TDDFT data for 〈001〉 and

〈111〉 channels and SRIM, there is a data set [74] that shows
much lower stopping between 10 keV and 50 keV. These
data are included in the experimental data points in Fig. 2
and coincide with our results for 〈011〉. We note, however,
that these experiments [74] were performed for off-channeling
protons and the difference from other experimental results
is generally attributed to the use of a different measuring
technique [73].

Our data also show a pronounced dependence of electronic
stopping on the specific lattice channel: While the electronic
stopping power is similar for the 〈001〉 and 〈111〉 channels,
it is significantly smaller for a 〈011〉 channel (see Fig. 2). To
explain this, we analyzed the distance between the projectile
and the nearest-neighbor atoms it encounters along its path
through the target (see Fig. S1A of the Supplemental Mate-
rial [63] for explicit data). For the 〈001〉 and 〈111〉 channels
this distance is only about 66% of the value observed for
the 〈011〉 channel. As a result, the average electron density
seen by the projectile along these channels is at least a factor
of 3 smaller for 〈011〉, compared to the other two (see Fig.
S1A of the Supplemental Material [63] for explicit data). This
clearly correlates with the electronic stopping power predicted
from RT-TDDFT simulations for the different channels and
is consistent with previous RT-TDDFT studies [75,76]. We
rationalize this using the linear-response Lindhard-Winther
model [20], Eq. (2). While our first-principles data do not
show the direct proportionality of electronic stopping to the
electron density seen by the projectile along its trajectory, as
predicted for the dilute charge-density limit (see Appendix
in Ref. [30]), the model qualitatively explains the trends we
observe.

B. Heavy projectile ions: Stopping for self-irradiated silicon

The picture is significantly more complicated for heavy-ion
projectiles: These are important when modeling semiconduc-
tors under radiation conditions, since primary knock-on events
inevitably occur in materials impacted by energetic ions. To
this end, Fig. 3 compares electronic stopping power from RT-
TDDFT for self-irradiated silicon to experiment and SRIM,
using the same three lattice channels we studied for protons,
as well as off-channeling. For all channeling trajectories,
Fig. 3 shows that electronic stopping depends on the initial
charge state of the silicon projectile. This striking behavior
is contrary to what we observed for protons and occurs for
all projectile kinetic energies studied in this work, except
for the highest one, ≈56.42 MeV. For silicon projectiles that
are initially highly ionized (Si+12), RT-TDDFT noticeably
overestimates SRIM and experiments; in addition, there is
no clear dependence on the lattice channel, and the mag-
nitude of electronic stopping is even interchanged for two
projectile kinetic energies (≈2.79 MeV and ≈6.27 MeV).
For these, 〈011〉 stopping is higher, while it is lowest for
the other kinetic energies. Conversely, for initially neutral Si
projectiles, Fig. 3 shows that electronic stopping from RT-
TDDFT is significantly lower and much closer to experiment
and SRIM, resulting, however, in an overall underestimation.
Remarkably, the dependence of electronic stopping on the
lattice channel discussed above for protons is restored in this
case. Finally, our results agree very well with those reported
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FIG. 3. Electronic stopping of silicon projectiles. Red circles,
blue squares, and gold triangles indicate our RT-TDDFT results for
〈001〉, 〈011〉, and 〈111〉 channels, respectively, and violet diamonds
indicate off-channeling. Gray dots are experimental values for off-
channeling [70] and black solid line results from SRIM [4]. Two
different initial projectile charge states are compared using solid
(neutral) and dashed lines (highly ionized).

for low-kinetic energy silicon projectiles by Lim et al. [33],
when the same simulation parameters are used. However,
since that work only accounts for the four valence electrons
of silicon on the n = 3 shell, the magnitude of electronic
stopping is underestimated by more than 100% compared to
SRIM. This implies that the n = 2 shell of silicon target atoms
interacts with projectiles with kinetic energies in the range
shown in Fig. 3.

Interestingly, Fig. 3 also shows that the dependence of
electronic stopping on the initial projectile charge disappears
for off-channeling silicon projectiles. In this case electronic
stopping falls in between the results for initially neutral and
highly ionized channeling projectiles and agrees more closely
with experiment and SRIM. As a consequence, we find that
except for the highest kinetic energy, electronic stopping of
initially charged heavy projectiles is significantly larger on
channeling trajectories than on off-channeling trajectories.
While this is the opposite of what we discussed above for light
(proton) projectiles, such an inverted behavior has indeed been
observed for electronic stopping power of highly charged U
ions channeling in Si [77]. Below we explain this by devel-
oping a detailed understanding of the femtosecond real-time
dynamics of the projectile charge state, its dependence on the
projectile trajectory, and its influence on electronic stopping.
We also note that RT-TDDFT for off-channeling projectiles
still significantly underestimates the magnitude and projectile
energy of the electronic stopping power maximum observed in
experiment [78] and SRIM [4]; see Fig. 3 at kinetic energies
�6 MeV. Investigating the origin of this disagreement in detail
is the goal of a future study.

C. Femtosecond dynamics of the projectile charge

As discussed for Fig. 3, we find that the initial projectile
charge state strongly affects electronic stopping of channel-
ing heavy projectiles. Using the Lindhard-Winther model,
Eq. (2), within which electronic stopping depends quadrati-
cally on the charge state of the projectile, this indicates that
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FIG. 4. Charge dynamics for self-irradiated Si. (a) Position-
dependent difference of charge state for initially highly ionized and
neutral projectiles on an off-channeling trajectory. Black circles, red
squares, magenta diamonds, blue triangles, and orange stars indicate
projectile kinetic energies (KE) of 0.70, 2.79, 6.27, 25.08, and 56.42
MeV, respectively. (b) First-nearest-neighbor (NN) distance (red
dashed) and average charge density (blue solid) for the projectile
on that same trajectory. Strong peaks of average density for short
NN distances coincide with significant changes in charge state, as
highlighted by vertical orange dashed lines.

charge equilibration depends on the projectile trajectory. In
order to understand this surprising behavior, we analyze the
femtosecond real-time dynamics of the projectile charge in
Fig. 4(a). This shows the time-dependent difference of the
charge of initially highly ionized Si+12 and initially neutral
Si off-channeling projectiles, computed from time-dependent
electron densities using the DDEC6 method [65]. From this,
extremely fast charge equilibration for the different projectile
kinetic energies studied here becomes evident: In all cases
the charge states differ by ≈12.0 at first, but within only
1.55 fs [for the slowest projectile in Fig. 4(a)] or less, the
initially highly ionized Si projectile acquires electrons and the
initially neutral one loses electrons when traveling through the
material (see Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material [63] for
separate dynamics depicted).

Figure 4(a) also reveals important details of charge equi-
libration. The first significant changes of the charge state
appear for projectile penetration depths as small as 1.27
Å. After that, the charge state of initially neutral Si has
approximately reached equilibrium already and subsequent
dynamics is attributed mostly to initially highly charged Si
(see Fig. S2 of the Supplemental Material [63] for separate
dynamics of initially neutral and ionized Si projectile). After
a long quasiequilibrium between 4 and 20 Å, another series of
equilibration processes appears around penetration depths of
20.0, 30.0, and 34.0 Å. These sudden equilibration events also
occur at exactly the same projectile positions, independent of
projectile velocity, and we conclude that charge equilibration
is associated with penetration depth rather than time after
impact. Notably, faster projectiles are closer to charge equilib-
rium than slower projectiles early on [between 2 and 20 Å in
Fig. 4(a)]; however, once the charge state differs by only +1
from equilibrium [around 30 Å in Fig. 4(a)], the subsequent
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behavior becomes independent of the projectile velocity. After
vanishing around 34 Å, the charge-state difference remains
very small as the projectile travels further.

We explain the dependence on penetration depth and the
occurrence of sudden equilibration events using the spatial
distribution of the charge density of the target material. To
this end, Fig. 4(b) shows the distance of the projectile to first-
nearest-neighbor atoms and the average charge density en-
countered by the projectile along the off-channeling trajectory.
Large changes of the charge state correlate with close spatial
proximity to lattice atoms [see vertical orange dashed lines
in Fig. 4(b)] and with the corresponding large local charge
density attributed to highly localized semicore electrons near
target atoms. Thus, from Fig. 4 we conclude that charge
equilibration of highly ionized Si+12 requires close spatial
proximity of the projectile to target ions and that equilibration
by attracting electrons is mediated by semicore electrons of
the target. This argument is further supported by the obser-
vation that the separation between projectile and target atom
needs to fall below a certain value, i.e., the charge density
the projectile interacts with needs to exceed a certain value,
for equilibration to happen. This is evidenced by a slightly
lower electron density peak near 11.8 Å that merely triggers
fluctuations of the subsequent charge dynamics [indicated by
the arrows in Fig. 4(a)] for two kinetic energies, but no actual
equilibration event. To provide further proof, we compare
to simulations using pseudopotentials with only four valence
electrons per Si atom of the target material (see Fig. S3 of the
Supplemental Material [63] for explicit comparison) and find
that the charge state of initially highly ionized Si+12 indeed
remains much higher due to the exclusion of charge transfer
from pseudized core electrons of the target material.

Similar analysis of the charge state for channeling Si
projectiles shows that a significant reduction of the projectile-
charge difference also occurs early on—within the first
2.0 Å. This is only slightly deeper than for off-channeling
projectiles and we find again that the charge state after this
first drop depends on projectile kinetic energy. As discussed
for off-channeling projectiles, the position of this first drop
is independent of projectile kinetic energy (see Fig. S4 of
the Supplemental Material [63] for charge state dynamics of
different channeling silicon projectiles with different kinetic
energies). Our analysis of the subsequent dynamics shows
further, rather constant equilibration up to about 40 Å for
projectiles on 〈001〉 and 〈111〉 channels. Contrary to this, there
is very little equilibration after the initial drop for a projectile
on a 〈011〉 channel, for which the electron density along the
projectile path is smallest (see Fig. S1A of the Supplemental
Material [63] for explicit data). This further corroborates our
interpretation that charge equilibration is connected to the
electron density the projectile interacts with. Interestingly,
contrary to off-channeling projectiles, our analysis reveals that
the projectile charge state remains fairly constant after 40 Å
for all channels. This leads to a different equilibrium charge
state of channeling and off-channeling projectiles for most
projectile kinetic energies. We explain this difference by a lack
of interactions of channeling projectiles with core electrons,
since they never approach target ions closely enough and,
thus, only equilibrate via interactions with valence electrons
of the target.

FIG. 5. Equilibrium projectile charge state of initially highly
ionized (dashed lines) and neutral (solid lines) projectiles for 〈001〉
(red circles), 〈001〉 (blue squares), 〈111〉 (gold triangles), and off-
channeling (violet diamonds) trajectories. For off-channeling projec-
tiles (dotted line) the equilibrium value is independent of the initial
charge state. We also compare to an analytical result based on Bohr’s
stripping criterion (black dot-dashed line; see text for details).

D. Equilibrium projectile charge and electronic stopping

While the above analysis showed that initially ionized
Si+12 projectiles attract electrons and initially neutral projec-
tiles lose electrons as they travel through the target, neither the
emerging dynamic nor the final equilibrium charge are known
a priori when materials are irradiated in experiment. This has
been a long-standing problem, since electronic stopping, for
instance within Lindhard-Winther theory [20], Eq. (2), explic-
itly depends on the projectile charge. However, in practice,
it is only described using semiempirical models [79]. In the
following, we use our accurate first-principles results to pro-
vide insight into how the equilibrium charge emerges from the
dynamic charge and we disentangle the underlying connection
between projectile charge, semicore electron contributions,
and electronic stopping.

To this end, we first compute the equilibrium projectile
charge by averaging the dynamic charge over the same spatial
range used for computing electronic stopping; this ensures
a fair comparison with electronic-stopping results. Figure 5
illustrates that slow initially ionized projectiles attract more
electrons from the target material and become less ionized
in equilibrium, but remain more ionized for higher projectile
kinetic energies. For the highest kinetic energy of 56.42 MeV
studied here (see Fig. 5), the projectile stays entirely ionized
(except for the 1s shell), i.e., Si+12. Contrarily, initially neu-
tral projectiles lose electrons through interactions with the
electronic system of the target and remain neutral or weakly
charged if they are slow. The fastest projectiles studied in this
work lose all electrons and become entirely ionized, except
for the 1s shell (see Fig. 5), i.e., Si+12.

Figure 5 also illustrates a dependence on the projectile
trajectory: Slow Si+12 projectiles attract significantly fewer
electrons when they move on a channeling compared to an
off-channeling trajectory. This difference becomes smaller for
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faster projectiles, since all fast projectiles are overall more
ionized. We also find consistently smaller equilibrium charge
for Si+12 on a 〈111〉 channel along which the average electron
density is large, compared to highest equilibrium charge for
a 〈011〉 channel with small average electron density. Interest-
ingly, our results show a very different trend for initially neu-
tral channeling projectiles: There is no clear dependence of the
equilibrium charge state on the specific lattice channel. Even
more strikingly, for off-channeling projectiles, the equilibrium
charge becomes completely independent of the initial charge
state across the entire kinetic-energy range studied here and is
very close to that of initially neutral, channeling projectiles,
except for one data point at a kinetic energy of 0.7 MeV.
This implies that highly ionized Si+12 projectiles equilibrate
their charge state by acquiring semicore electrons from the
target, which they can only interact with when approaching
target atoms closely, e.g., on an off-channeling trajectory.
The explicit involvement of semicore electrons of the target
material is further supported by Fig. S3 (see Supplemental
Material [63] for explicit comparison), which rules out ef-
fects arising from the mere proximity of projectile and target
ion. Our results also imply that stripping electrons off the
projectile only requires some electron density to scatter, but
whether the scattering involves explicit semicore electrons of
the target is not important. This is also supported by Fig.
S3 which shows that the equilibrium charge state of initially
neutral projectiles does not depend on the number of valence
electrons used to describe the target material.

Furthermore, we find excellent quantitative agreement
between our results for stripping off electrons from off-
channeling and initially neutral channeling projectiles and
Bohr’s stripping model. This is an analytical model that
predicts the velocity-dependent equilibrium charge of the
projectile upon interaction with a target material [80]. It relies
on a hydrogenic model and approximates the outermost shell
principal quantum number as cubic root of the atomic number
Z of the projectile. In this model, electrons with orbital
velocities smaller than the projectile velocity are stripped off
and in its modified analytic form [79,80] it reads

Zeff (v) ≈ Z

(
1 − exp

[
− v

Z2/3v0

])
. (5)

Here, Zeff , Z , and v are the equilibrium/effective charge
state, atomic number, and velocity (in atomic units) of the
projectile, respectively, and v0 is the Bohr velocity of the
hydrogen atom [79–81]. This model qualitatively explains the
higher equilibrium charge state of faster projectiles without
any parameters describing the target material.

Interestingly, our results also show that the equilibrium
charge for an initially highly charged projectile that attracts
electrons coincides with that of a projectile that loses electrons
and, thus, is also successfully described by Bohr’s criterion.
Figure 5 shows that this is only the case for projectiles that
can actually reach their equilibrium charge state by attracting
semicore electrons, e.g., when traveling on an off-channeling
trajectory. These results are in agreement with experimental
results [82] for O+8 ion projectiles in Si target material, show-
ing that initially highly ionized and neutral off-channeling
projectiles reach the same charge state. This experiment also
shows that an initially highly ionized channeling ion has a

FIG. 6. Electronic stopping versus squared equilibrium effective
projectile charge for self-irradiated Si. Black dashed lines group the
data by projectile kinetic energy. Violet filled diamonds indicate
off-channeling Si projectiles. Red circles, blue squares, and gold
triangles indicate 〈001〉, 〈011〉, and 〈111〉 channeling projectiles,
respectively. Filled and open symbols indicate the initial charge state
of the projectile.

higher equilibrium charge state than an off-channeling one
and that an initially weakly charged channeling ion reaches
the same equilibrium charge state as the off-channeling one,
again confirming our results.

Finally, our first-principles results for equilibrium charge
states provide deeper understanding of electronic stopping:
Within Lindhard-Winther theory [20], Eq. (2), electronic stop-
ping scales linearly with squared projectile charge Z2

eff and
linearly with n × L(n), for a given projectile kinetic energy. In
practice, the uniform electron gas model with average charge
density of valence electrons of the whole system is used for
n [18]. However, for projectiles with high kinetic energy, it is
necessary to account also for deeper core electrons. Similarly,
the projectile experiences different local charge density on
different trajectories, giving rise to different stopping [75,76].
Unfortunately, there is no a priori knowledge on how to
choose n, since there is no definition of the effective charge
density n a projectile interacts with when moving through an
inhomogeneous charge density distribution, as is the case for a
Si projectile in a Si target material. Furthermore, the effective
projectile charge Zeff is velocity-dependent and only equiv-
alent to Z for the fully ionized case at very high projectile
kinetic energies.

Hence, to connect with Lindhard-Winther theory [20], we
investigate the relation between electronic stopping and Z2

eff
for all trajectories of Si projectiles and different initial charge
states in Fig. 6. We note that the slopes that can be assigned
to each group of data points of the same kinetic energy
(indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 6) represent the n × L(n)
term in Eq. (2). Though the effective electron density n,
experienced by the Si projectile under the various conditions,
is unknown, we distinguish three different kinetic energy
regimes: For low kinetic energy (KE � 6.27 MeV), Fig. 6
clearly shows that electronic stopping linearly depends on
Z2

eff , i.e., n × L(n) ≈ constant for different trajectories, sug-
gesting that differences in Zeff significantly affect electronic
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stopping. On the other hand, for high kinetic energies around
56.42 MeV, Si projectiles are mostly ionized, i.e., have similar
equilibrium charge independent of their trajectory. In this
case, differences in electronic stopping are dominated by the
effective charge density n the projectile interacts with. This is
similar to electronic stopping of light ions and, accordingly,
off-channeling Si projectiles in this kinetic-energy range ex-
perience the largest stopping, while those on 〈011〉 channels
experience the lowest. For intermediate kinetic energies, we
find a balance of both contributions: Similar to the case of low
kinetic energy, initially highly ionized channeling Si ions have
larger electronic stopping than initially neutral ones, within
the same lattice channel. However, in contrast to the case of
low kinetic energy, initially highly ionized Si projectiles on
a 〈011〉 channel experience lower electronic stopping than
initially neutral ones on 〈001〉 and 〈111〉 channels, despite
their larger equilibrium charge. Similarly, off-channeling pro-
jectiles experience larger stopping than most channeling ones,
despite showing the lowest charge state. This suggests that,
at intermediate kinetic energies, neither effective charge nor
effective electron density alone dominates electronic stopping.
Finally, while the charge state for initially neutral channeling
and off-channeling projectiles is approximately the same,
electronic stopping is larger for off-channeling projectiles
across the entire kinetic-energy range. We attribute this to
contributions from the core electrons of the target, which
require spatial proximity of projectile and semicore electrons,
as discussed before [21,71].

E. Defect dynamics in single ion-strike damage events

Having established the role of core electrons, projectile
charge state, and projectile trajectory on electronic stopping
power, we now examine how these affect development and
evolution of displacement cascades. We explore the con-
sequences of energy deposition into the electronic system
of the target during the earliest stages of radiation damage
on the development of an initial radiation damage event
across multiple length and time scales. As the initial radiation
damage event develops, primary knock-on atom (PKA) and
subsequent knock-on events lead to displaced atoms and the
creation and evolution of complex cascade structures. These
lead to creation and evolution of point defects, dislocation
loops, defect clusters, or voids, but are critically affected by
the initial energy deposition. In addition, the final state of this
cascade is extremely important because it is the starting point
for subsequent defect diffusion, agglomeration, and annihila-
tion that form the basis of observable effects of radiation in
materials [3,13,17]. Here we incorporate electronic stopping
from SRIM and limiting cases from RT-TDDFT into molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the implications of
how electronic stopping is represented for defect dynamics in
silicon, and to compare to the standard approach of neglecting
electronic stopping entirely. In this work, electronic stopping
is incorporated into MD using the inelastic energy loss (IEL)
approach; test calculations using a two-temperature model
have shown that the differences compared to IEL are small
in the low recoil-energy regime studied here.

The electronic stopping results for a slow Si projectile
traveling through bulk Si in Fig. 3 suggest capturing electronic

stopping in the IEL approach using a proportionality constant
γe. Here we assume γe to be a linear function of the atomic
velocity of the projectile,

γe = avi + b. (6)

Here, a and b are fitting parameters, and the total elec-
tronic stopping power, γevi, is a quadratic function of the
absolute value of the atomic velocity vi, where i indexes
atoms. Using the condition that Se(vi = 0) = 0, we fit to
three limiting cases, i.e., (i) an off-channeling projectile for
which we found charge equilibration, (ii) an initially neutral,
and (iii) an initially Si+12 projectile, both on a 〈001〉 trajec-
tory. Fits to our RT-TDDFT data yield noticeably different
values of a = 0.0 eV ps2/Å3, b = 4.9 × 10−3 eV ps/Å2 for
off-channeling projectiles, a = 5.0 × 10−8 eV ps2/Å3, b =
1.4 × 10−3 eV ps/Å2 for 〈001〉 channeling Si+0, and a =
7.0 × 10−8 eV ps2/Å3, b = 5.1 × 10−3 eV ps/Å2 for 〈001〉
channeling Si+12 projectiles. A fit to SRIM yields a = 4.0 ×
10−8 eV ps2/Å3, b = 3.3 × 10−3 eV ps/Å2. All previous IEL
studies assumed a constant γe; here instead we provide a first-
order correction through a velocity-dependent γe in Eq. (6).
While this correction is minor for low kinetic-energy range
(see Fig. 3 and as in the case for our MD simulations with
a projectile with an initial kinetic energy of 20 keV), this
correction becomes increasingly important as the recoil en-
ergy increases (see Fig. S6 of the Supplemental Material [63]
for different fitted functions), yielding significant differences
in defect production. We then use the fitting results for a
and b to perform MD simulations with otherwise identical
simulation conditions, i.e., identical initial velocities in terms
of thermal noise and identical direction and magnitude of the
PKA. Results discussed hereafter, thus, describe differences in
the stages of the cascade developments solely due to the un-
derlying electronic-stopping physics. For the off-channeling
case, the same random atom is given a 20 keV recoil energy
and a direction towards the center of the domain. For the
channeling direction, a different atom is chosen from that
of the off-channeling case, but we chose the same atom and
energy for all the channeling simulations.

The resulting representative cascade structures and the
displacement cascade damage are shown in Fig. 7. We analyze
the spatial distribution of defects constituting the final cascade
by comparing PKA MD simulations without electronic stop-
ping and with electronic stopping from SRIM and RT-TDDFT
for off-channeling and 〈001〉 channeling directions. These
MD simulations were performed using otherwise identical
initial conditions, e.g., velocity distribution, selected PKA
energy, and projectile direction, and, thus, any difference in
cascade structure is solely attributed to the representation
of electronic stopping. It is interesting to note that, in all
cases, the atoms indicating local vacancies are concentrated
at the core of the cascade while the atoms indicating local
self-interstitials envelop these regions. In all of the simulations
performed, multiple sub-cascade branches can be visually
identified as comprising the full cascade structure and are also
seemingly aligned along specific crystallographic directions
within the bulk crystal or contained within small amorphous
pockets (see Fig. 7).

To quantify the overall principal directions and relative
shapes of these combined sub-cascades, we performed a
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FIG. 7. Representative displacement cascade structures and av-
erage total number of defects for off-channeling [(a), (b), (c)] and
〈001〉 channeling directions [(d), (e), (f)] for a projectile with an
initial kinetic energy of 20 keV. Electronic stopping is neglected
[(a), (d)], fitted to SRIM [(b), (e)], and fitted to RT-TDDFT for the
neutral charge state [(c), (f)]. Coloring outlines the cascade structure
where blue indicates a local vacancy, i.e., atoms that have lost a
nearest neighbor (coordination number <4), and red indicates a
local self-interstitial, i.e., atoms that have gained a nearest neighbor
(coordination number >4). Arrows indicate the initial PKA direction.

principal component analysis (PCA) [83,84] using the posi-
tions of the atoms identified to be constituting the primary cas-
cade structure. This PCA transforms the atomic positions of
the discrete defects in the cascade to lie along three principal
direction vectors (i.e., lines of best fit) such that the variance
of the atomic positions along these lines is minimized. The
cascade structure can be approximated as an ellipsoid with its
three principal axes A, B, and C given by PCA. Relative ge-
ometric shapes of the cascades are then characterized via the
aspect ratios A/B, A/C, and B/C. Cascade size is described
by their volume, computed by multiplying the average atomic
volume by the number of displaced atoms. Explicit results of
this volume calculation, ellipsoid aspect ratios, and 1st PCA
vector describing the primary orientation of the ellipsoid are
summarized in Table S1 of the Supplemental Material [63].

We find that the underlying electronic-stopping physics
and projectile trajectory affect cascade size, shape, and ori-
entation in MD simulations: For off-channeling projectiles,
the cascades formed using electronic stopping fitted to RT-
TDDFT are consistently more compact (i.e., they have the
smallest volume) than those formed when electronic stop-
ping is fitted to SRIM or neglected entirely. When elec-
tronic stopping is accounted for, this mechanism dissipates
part of the projectile kinetic energy and, thus, leads to less
extensive lattice defects. Additionally, in the case of off-
channeling projectiles the general shape of the cascades as
described using aspect ratios resembles a flattened prolate
ellipsoid when electronic stopping is neglected. Contrarily, for
channeling projectiles with electronic stopping fitted to RT-
TDDFT data for the highly ionized Si+12 projectile, the aspect
ratios suggest an oblate ellipsoid. Finally, the incorporation of
electronic stopping can also have a significant impact on the
orientation of the resulting cascade.

Aside from analyzing the cascade structure, we character-
ize the total number of Frenkel pairs produced by the PKA
by defect count, displacement cascade size, and associated
shape [44]. This shows (see Fig. 7) that after the cascade is
initiated, the number of defects rapidly increases to the peak
damage regime within ∼3–4 ps. Immediately after this peak
damage regime, the energy of the atomic system continues
to dissipate throughout the surrounding bulk region and, due
to recombination events, the total number of defects sub-
sequently decreases and stabilizes for the remainder of the
simulation. Differences in the defect count presented in Fig. 8
indirectly indicate that for both off-channeling and channeling
conditions the representation of the electronic stopping has a
direct effect on the partitioning of the energy transferred to the
lattice as the cascade develops.

In particular, our findings show that capturing the appro-
priate electronic stopping physics within MD simulations,
e.g., via the parameter γe, is important to describe the defect
cascade. The resulting average total number of point defects in
the final cascade structure illustrates quantitative differences,
depending on channeling vs off-channeling trajectory in MD,
projectile charge state, and how electronic stopping power is
described, i.e., using fits to SRIM vs RT-TDDFT (see Table
S1 of the Supplemental Material [63] for detailed numerical
results). We find that the number of defects generated at
peak damage is greatly reduced when incorporating electronic
stopping effects (see Fig. 8). Neglecting electronic stopping
we found on average ∼944 point defects for both the off-
channeling and channeling simulations. However, when ac-
counting for electronic stopping effects, the resulting average
number of point defects is between 530 and 680 for off-
channeling and between 560 and 810 for 〈001〉 channeling.
This is because for the off-channeling case, more electronic
stopping occurs and, as such, less energy is deposited into
the lattice to displace atoms, leading to fewer defects. For
the channeling case, electronic stopping is smaller than for
off-channeling, but larger compared to the simulations with-
out any electronic stopping. Hence, we observe a moderate
amount of defects created. In addition, our data for 〈001〉
channeling show large differences in the resulting maximum
as well as equilibrium number of defects, depending on
the two different equilibrium projectile charge states. As
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(a) (b)

FIG. 8. Average total number of defects as a function of time for off-channeling (a) and channeling (b) trajectories. Electronic stopping is
neglected (black solid lines), fitted to SRIM (blue short dashed and red dot-dashed lines), and fitted to RT-TDDFT (cyan long dashed line and
violet circle dots).

discussed above, these two equilibrium charge states arise
for initially highly charged and neutral channeling projectiles
due to the lack of interactions with core electrons and, conse-
quently, lead to two different values of electronic stopping.

These results are also consistent with the standard analyti-
cal approximation of damage production given by the model
from Norgett, Robinson, and Torrens (NRT) [85], which is an
important validation of the MD potential and implementation
of electronic stopping. This model is an accepted standard for
estimating damage and it quantifies point defect count in a
bulk crystal based on energy deposited into the system using a
spherical cascade approximation. Within the NRT model, the
number of Frenkel pairs produced by an incident energetic
particle is a monotonically increasing function of the recoil
energy of the PKA, EPKA, given by

NNRT = 0.8(EPKA − Qe− )/2Ed, (7)

where Qe− is the total energy loss due to electronic stopping
and Ed is the threshold displacement energy, approximated
here as Ed = 16.88 eV for bulk Si using the Tersoff inter-
atomic potential [86]. Values for Qe− and for NRT model
predictions are tabulated in detail in Table S1 of the Supple-
mental Material [63]. This shows that accounting for energy
dissipation by electronic stopping reduces the effective energy
deposited in system and, thus, the defect count will be lower
according to Eq. (7).

Finally, the data in Fig. 8 show that while including or
neglecting electronic stopping in the MD description strongly
affects the cascade, there is also a notable difference depend-
ing on whether SRIM or RT-TDDFT is used to parametrize
electronic stopping. Results from MD calculations with elec-
tronic stopping fitted to SRIM, which contains no crystal
structure or charge-state information, fall in between those
of the different charge states, as shown in Fig. 8(b). This
underlines the need for precise models, such as RT-TDDFT,
for dynamics of projectile charge and the resulting electronic
stopping power. Furthermore, for the off-channeling case
in Fig. 8(a), we compared the inelastic energy loss (IEL)
approach to the two-temperature model (TTM) and found
them within one standard deviation of each other. This implies

that within the linear stopping regime, there is no statistically
meaningful difference between these two models in regards to
the generation of displacement cascade defects.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our multiscale results, combining RT-TDDFT to predict
electronic stopping and the inelastic energy loss method to in-
corporate it into full cascade molecular dynamics simulations,
lead to a detailed picture of how core electrons participate in
these processes and we find that they play a twofold role:

First, they can directly absorb energy from fast projectiles
and we confirm earlier studies for semiconductor and metal
targets that showed this leading to (i) off-channeling stopping
being largest at a given velocity and (ii) RT-TDDFT results
for channeling projectiles underestimating SRIM at high ki-
netic energies [21,34,35,71]. This is because only projectiles
with high kinetic energy can excite strongly bound semicore
electrons and unlike valence electrons, semicore electrons are
localized near nuclei, so that only off-channeling projectiles
approach them closely enough to interact with them. Such an
involvement of projectile core electrons in electronic stopping
was also discussed for heavy projectiles before [34,35].

Second, our results explicitly show that core electrons
are also critically important for equilibration of the projec-
tile charge state of initially highly charged ions, depending
on projectile trajectory, kinetic energy, and initial projectile
charge state; this subsequently affects electronic stopping. For
the projectile kinetic energies studied in this work, charge
equilibration is fast (≈ 1 fs) compared to any appreciable
reduction in kinetic energy of the projectile (<0.5% on the
same time scale). Hence, we discuss the equilibrium charge
state of a projectile at a given kinetic energy, which intuitively
should be independent of its initial charge, as well as its
velocity dependence. However, our results illustrate that this
equilibrium emerges as an intricate balance between attracting
and stripping off electrons. Whether the projectile can reach
equilibrium, thus, depends on projectile kinetic energy and
trajectory. Since we cannot explicitly distinguish between
individual events of attracting and stripping off electrons in
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our RT-TDDFT simulations, we interpret the kinetic-energy
dependence of stripping off electrons using the binding energy
of electronic states in silicon. Figure 5 shows that two (3p),
four (3s + 3p), ten (2p + 3s + 3p), and twelve (2s + 2p +
3s + 3p) valence electrons of the Si projectile are completely
stripped off from the initially neutral projectile for kinetic
energies larger than about 1.4, 2.8, 25.1, and 56.4 MeV, re-
spectively. These results are consistent with threshold energies
of 0.04 MeV (3p), 0.3 MeV (3s), 24.5 MeV (2p), and 42.1
MeV (2s), computed using Eq. (8) and the corresponding
atomic ionization energies of the Si projectile of 16.346,
45.142, 401.38, and 523.415 eV/atom, respectively [87].
Due to band-structure and hybridization effects, this estimate
based on atomic ionization energies is slightly worse for 3s
and 3p valence electrons.

Our simulations also shed light on the dynamics of attract-
ing electrons from the target: Fig. 5 shows that initially neutral
projectiles with the lowest-kinetic energies are not stripped off
their electrons. Hence, the two different equilibrium charge
states observed for initially charged and initially neutral
channeling projectiles imply that in our simulations, valence
electrons attracted from the target by slow, initially charged
projectiles do not subsequently relax into projectile core
states. Our simulations might be too short to explicitly capture
these effects: The longest trajectory ends at about �1 fs and,
for instance, the autoionization rate is reported [88] as less
than 0.4 fs−1. In addition, it is also reported in the literature
that relaxation mechanisms, such as autoionization, require
inclusion of memory effects in exchange and correlation [89]
not captured by the adiabatic local-density approximation
used here. Similarly, we cannot distinguish whether the higher
equilibrium charge of initially ionized silicon projectiles with
high kinetic energies (see Fig. 5) is due to a smaller capture
cross section, or subsequent stripping off of electrons.

We also note that we exclude the possibility that Si 1s core
states contribute. Treating a projectile of mass m that travels
through a periodic lattice with spatial periodicity of λ =
1.34 Å for 〈001〉 channeling as a time-dependent perturbation
to the target material [33] allows computing the threshold
velocity for excitations of electrons across a certain energy
gap �,

KE = 1

2
mv2 = 1

2
m

(
λ�

h

)2

, (8)

where h is Planck’s constant. We estimate that due to their
large binding energy of � ≈ 2.5 keV [87], Si 1s electrons
only contribute to electronic stopping of silicon projectiles
with kinetic energies of about 0.9 GeV or higher. Similarly, Si
1s electrons only contribute to electronic stopping of protons
with kinetic energies of about 32.7 MeV or higher.

Finally, we note that we verified that initially neutral and
initially ionized hydrogen projectiles in silicon equilibrate
to the same charge state for channeling and off-channeling
trajectories (see Fig. S5B of the Supplemental Material [63]
for equilibrium charge states of protons with different kinetic
energies). We explain this with the low binding energy of
the H 1s electron, which is comparable to binding energies
of valence electrons of silicon. Hence, even fully ionized
light projectiles have no deep core states to fill and, thus,

(a) (b)

FIG. 9. Comparison of cascade characteristics for (a) off-
channeling direction, and (b) 〈001〉 channeling direction at 20
keV projectile kinetic energy. Radar chart plots show nor-
malized electronic stopping power Se/Smax from RT-TDDFT,
equilibrium/effective charge Zeff (in e), total energy loss due to
electronic stopping in MD simulations Q−

e (in keV), defect count
N/Nmax normalized with respect to result without electronic stop-
ping, cascade volume V/V max normalized with respect to result
without electronic stopping, and cascade aspect ratios a/b, a/c,
and b/c. Red contour represents cascade characteristics when no
electronic stopping is considered, blue contour is for electronic
stopping parameterized by SRIM, green contour is for electronic
stopping parameterized by RT-TDDFT for Si+12, orange contour is
for electronic stopping parameterized by RT-TDDFT for Si+0.

fully equilibrate through interactions with valence electrons
of the target, not requiring involvement of core states. This is
consistent with previous studies that reported no difference in
electronic stopping of neutral hydrogen atoms vs protons [21]
and confirms the fundamentally different charge equilibration
and electronic stopping of light vs heavy projectiles.

Subsequently, our detailed results for spatial, temporal, and
thermal aspects of the damage cascade provide us with a
means to estimate the residual damage surviving the quench-
ing and annealing phase of the cascade development that will
influence the micro-structure evolution. The radar charts in
Fig. 9 graphically represent the differences in defect produc-
tion and cascade morphology based on the representation of
electronic stopping. In this figure, the radial directions indi-
cate the normalized stopping power at 20 keV Se/Smax with
respect to the stopping power calculated using RT-TDDFT,
the equilibrium charge at 20 keV (Q), the total energy loss
due to electronic stopping during the simulation (Q−

e ), the
normalized defect count with respect to the defect count when
no electronic stopping is considered (N/Nmax), the normalized
cascade volume with respected to the volume of the cascade
when no electronic stopping is considered, and the cascade
aspect ratios (a/b, a/c, b/c).

In the case of the off-channeling direction, we note little
differences in terms of the cascade structure (a/b, a/c, b/c,
and V/V max) when electronic stopping is represented either
using SRIM or RT-TDDFT. In contrast, as seen in Fig. 9(b)
in the case of the channeling direction, the representation of
the electronic stopping has a consequent impact on the defect
production and cascade morphology. Comparing the IEL-
SRIM approximation with the IEL-TDDFT we note that not
only the defect count and defect morphology are substantially
different, but also that the charge state of the incident particle
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has a direct impact on the cascade characteristics. This is also
illustrated when comparing total energy loss and effective
stopping power and is not surprising, since the charge state
directly contributes to both of these quantities.

There are several practical implications of our work: In
particular, for ion-beam treatment of materials we envision
targeted manipulation of properties of projectiles, such as
charge or kinetic energy, based on our simulations. Selection
of the initial projectile kinetic energy (high vs low) and im-
pact angle (different channels and off-channeling) determines
how the projectile subsequently interacts with the electrons
of the target material and should allow for tuning of the
final projectile charge state (see Fig. 5). We show that since
equilibration of highly ionized, channeling Si+12 projectiles
occurs through attracting valence electrons, their equilibrium
charge state depends on the electron density distribution and
binding energy of valence electrons, both of which depend
on the specific target material. Contrarily, we show that the
equilibrium charge state of neutral, channeling Si projectiles
is exclusively determined by the electron loss of the projectile
and, hence, should be independent of the target material.
Literature data to confirm these predictions is sparse and
inconclusive: A study [82] on a channeling oxygen ion with an
initial charge that is smaller than the equilibrium charge found
for off-channeling agrees with our prediction. However, a
study on iodine-irradiated gold targets reports that an initially
weakly charged, channeling iodine ion loses fewer electrons
than an off-channeling one [90]. Understanding the origin of
these observations, e.g., by invoking the electronic structure
of these materials, is an interesting area for future work.

Furthermore, accurate electronic-stopping measurements
would be helpful to directly confirm our predictions for the
equilibrium projectile charge: Initially neutral and initially
ionized slow projectiles equilibrate to different charge states
when they move on a channel and their equilibration lengths
also differ, depending on the initial charge state. Hence,
electronic stopping significantly differs for otherwise iden-
tical experimental conditions. In particular, initially neutral
channeling projectiles experience smaller electronic stopping,
both due to the lower charge state and the different equilibra-
tion length. Thus, they travel deeper into the target material
than initially highly charged projectiles. We also observe that
initially ionized projectiles take longer to reach charge equi-
librium when on a channel instead of off-channeling, due to
the weaker interaction with semicore electrons. These effects
allow experimental control over the ion range by selecting the
initial projectile charge and trajectory. At the same time, our
MD simulations show that the projectiles that experience less
electronic stopping create more defects and more extended
cascades along their trajectory.

Better experimental understanding of the pre-equilibrium
stage would be particularly interesting. Careful direct mea-
surements of the charge state, e.g., for ions channeling through
thin films or 2D materials, should allow for direct observation
of the differences predicted from our simulations, including
measurements of the thickness dependence of the projectile
charge prior to equilibration. As an example, Refs. [91,92]
report a dependence of electronic stopping (electronic energy
loss) on the initial and exit charge state of the projectile for
slow (KE ≈ 6.8 keV) and highly charged (Q > 10) Xe ions

traveling through thin (≈ nm) carbon membranes. This exper-
imental setup minimizes the opportunity for charge state to
reach equilibrium and therefore works as a great direct probe
to understand the effect of initial charge state on electronic
stopping, in conjunction with precise simulations. Both papers
report that a larger initial charge gives rise to larger electronic
stopping, essentially confirming our finding. In addition, they
report that a larger change in charge state during the impact
gives rise to larger electronic stopping and attribute this to the
energy loss caused by the charge transfer. However, based on
our results, a larger change in charge state can result from a
smaller impact parameter, which indicates larger local charge
density for the projectile to interact with. We conjecture that
this larger local charge density also contribute to the larger
observed electronic stopping.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We addressed the multiscale nature of electron-ion dy-
namics in heavy-ion irradiated silicon by combining real-
time time-dependent density functional theory and molecular
dynamics based on the two-temperature model. Our first-
principles simulations reveal the detailed charge state dynam-
ics of projectile ions and we explain the consequences on elec-
tronic stopping. We show that electronic stopping of highly
ionized Si projectiles on channeling trajectories is higher than
for off-channeling ones across a wide kinetic energy range.
While this finding is opposite to what is expected for weakly
ionized Si projectiles, we explain it by invoking the charge
state of the projectile and find consistency with some of
the previous experiments. Furthermore, integration with full-
cascade molecular dynamics simulations demonstrates the im-
portance of understanding the detailed electron-ion dynamics
during the impact. We show that different electronic stopping
gives rise to qualitatively different cascade structures, which
is critical for cascade simulations, e.g., for understanding
ion-beam techniques and radiation damage.

All essential data are presented in the paper and the Sup-
plemental Material [63]. TDDFT results are available at the
Materials Data Facility [93,94].
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